Expressive arts and design
Exploring and using media and materials
16 – 26 months


Explores and experiments with a range of media through sensory exploration, and
using whole body

Ariadne




Imitates and improvises actions they have observed, e.g. clapping or waving
Begins to move to music, listen to or join in rhymes or songs
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Fyinfoluwa



Notices and is interested in the effects of making movements which leave marks

Louie
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22- 36 months



Creates sounds by banging, shaking, tapping or blowing
Shows and interest in the way musical instruments sound

Vinnie
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Patrick



Experiments with blocks, colours and marks

Tommy
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Harrison
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Ruby-May

30 – 50 months







Enjoys joining in with dancing and ring games
Sings a few familiar songs
Beginning to move rhythmically
Imitates movement in response to music
Taps out simple repeated rhythms
Explores and learns how sounds can be changed

Raiyan and Kye
Raiyan and Kye play with rhythm sticks. They tap them together, on the floor
loudly and rub them to make a quieter sound. They play their sticks along to
the sound of the ukulele keeping in time and then speeding up playing fast for
“running sounds”. They sing a simple song – ‘Have you brought your singing
voice? Yes I have, yes I have’ and experiment using different voice sounds –
singing voice, monster voice, squeaky voice and high voice. They continue
playing the sticks to ‘Twinkle twinkle little star’ playing their sticks in time and
changing voice sounds.

Gabriela, Alexander and Tiana

Gabriela explores playing the drum
using each end of the beater. She
makes up simple rhythms – da da
dada da da and dada dada da da
which she repeats over and over
again.
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Alexander happily joins in playing
the drum and dancing with other
children and an adult. He asks to
jump around and explores jumping
in different ways, turning, bouncing
up and down and exploding like a
rocket while singing the firework
song.

Tiana
Tiana joins in with the fruit song and copies the different
movements. She makes the fruit shape, pretends to peel using
whole arm movements, jumps to mash, hugs her body to
squeeze, and makes chopping movements with her hands and
arms. She keeps her movements steady and in time with the
adult and the music.
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Michelle
Michelle used her feet and hands to explore the different textures.
She used the words cold, wet, sticky, soapy and warm to describe
what she is feeling. She enjoyed watching and feeling how the
different materials changed when mixed together.



Understands that they can use lines to enclose a space, and then begin to use these
shapes to represent objects

Wendy

Wendy draws a picture of her mummy drawing lines and filling in to make shapes
that represent different body parts “Look my mummy has two big eyes, two long
hands, legs, mouth, ears, hair”



Explores colour and how colour can be changed

Tailie-Rae

Tailie-Rae chose to paint at the easel outside.
She explored mixing colours together. She said
“I’m mixing colours, look orange!” She showed
great satisfaction when seeing the effect of the
colour being changed.
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Uses various construction materials
Beginning to construct, stacking blocks vertically and horizontally, making
enclosures and creating spaces
Joins construction pieces together to build and balance

Hazaela and Sam

Hazaela said “I am making a card for
mummy”. She chose all the materials she
needed independently, making her own
decisions about how to approach the task.
She used simple tools and techniques
competently such as glue stick, scissors and
cellotape. She made changes to materials
and assembled them together with tape
and glue.

Sam was given the challenge of building a garage
to fit a car inside. He spent a long time engaged in
this activity changing and adapting his ideas through
his building. He watched others and used their ideas
to develop his thinking. Sam is learning to construct,
stacking blocks vertically and horizontally, making
enclosures and creating spaces. He uses a variety of
construction materials – blocks/duplo/wood/fabric.
He is able to join different pieces together to build
and balance.
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